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This paper is motivated by quantum field theory, which influences 
our terminology, but the results are more generally applicable b cause 
the only structure we use is a very simple one: a positive self-adjoint 
operator H on a Hilbert space SC?. 
1. SMEARED FIELDS AND SHARP-TIME FIELDS 
For all real K, let 3’P be the completion of 9(Hk12) (the symbol 9 
denotes the domain of an operator) with respect o the inner product 
(v, u)l, = ((1 + H)k&?, (1 + H)“44). 
If K > 0 then 9(Hk12) is already complete, but this is false for K < 0 
if H is unbounded. We have natural inclusion maps 
A?% --f &%, 4 2 k, . 
For all real K and t, the operator (1 + H)l extends to be unitary from 
Sk to sP-~~. If u is in S-P and v is in X-‘” we define 
(v, u) = ((1 + H)-%J, (I + H)L/2~). 
With respect o this pairing, JPk is the dual space to Z”. If also u is 
in 21 and v is in YP1, then the value of (v, u) does not depend on 
the choice of k or 1. All of the above assertions are well known, and are 
trivial consequences of the spectral theorem (represent H as multi- 
plication by a positive measurable function on an P2 space). 
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We define 
2” = n gp, x-” = u .7P. 
Then (v, u> is well defined for v in Z-” and u in AP’, or vice versa. 
We give Z” the topology in which the 
where E > 0 and K < co, are a basic set of neighborhoods of 0, and 
we give Z-” the corresponding strong topology (see [I, section 3.11). 
We shall make little use of these topologies. 
We let .Z(JP, Xl), f or -co < k, 1 < co, be the space of con- 
tinuous linear transformations from Xk to #“, and we abbreviate 
S(Z’k, cs’Fk) by 9(%“). S omewhat pedantically, we let 9’(Xk, &“), 
for --co < k, 1 < CD be the set of linear operators with domain 2” 
(which is dense in jEak) which extend by continuity to be in 
LZ(&?“, %I). The norm of an operator A in _Ep(sk, Zr) or 
ZO(Xk, Xz) is denoted by // A Ijk,l . The spaces Zk are called the 
scale associated with H. Throughout this paper we will be concerned 
with the scale associated with a fixed positive self-adjoint operator H. 
If A is in gO(Zk, CP”), we let (ad H)A = [H, A] = HA - AH, 
which is clearly in 9s(Z k+2, z@~-~). Sometimes we can establish that 
[H, A] is also in 9s(Z’“, 3?“), and then we obtain additional smooth- 
ness of A, as the following basic lemma shows. 
LEMMA. If A and [H, A] are iti pO(Zk, Zz) then A is in 
90(Sk+2, G@~+~), and 
II A II lc+z,z+z < IIA Ilu + IV6 4lw (1) 
If(ad H)” A is in YO(Zk, X’)for m = O,..., n then A is in 
If for some finite k and 1, (ad H)mA is in L&(X”, SF”) for all 
m = 0, 1, 2,..., then A is in Y(L%~). 
Proof. We need only prove the first statement, because the second 
statement follows by induction and the third statement is a corollary 
of it. Suppose then that A and [H, A] are in YO(Xk, X1). Since 
1 + H is unitary from %k+2 to xk, 11 A(1 + H)llk+2,z = (( A Ilk,r , and 
ll(l + WA - A(1 + ff)ll~+z.t = llV% 4llrc+2.2 G ll[K 411~~ + 
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Therefore I](1 + H)A 11 k+2,1 < II A Ilk,I + ll[X 4llkJ *Since (1 + fvl 
is unitary from 8’ to =X1+2, II A llk+2,1+2 = /I(1 + H)AIIk+2,1 , and (1) 
holds. Q.E.D. 
For -CO < k, 1 < co, we denote by Y(R, 9(tik, ti’)) the space 
of functions a: R --f -Ep(Z”, X”) which are C” and are such that the 
derivatives of all orders are integrable. By the principle of uniform 
boundedness, this is the same as the space of all functions 
a: R -+ L@f?“, 9”) 
such that for aI1 u in Zk and v in A?-“, the numerical function 
t i--t (v, a(t)u) is in the Schwartz space Y(R). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that, for some $nite k and 1, a is in 
Y(R, L?(Z”, Zr)). Then 
is in 2?(27?“). 
A= 
s 
eitHu(t) eeitH dt 
Proof. We note that eilH is unitary on all the Zk spaces, so that 
A is in dp(Zk, 2”). On A?“, we have 
0 = j $ (ei%(t) ecitH) dt 
= i[H, A] + j eituu’(t) e-itH dt, 
and by induction 
(ad H)mA = (-;)” j @Ha(m)(t) e--itH dt 
is in _E”o(tik, 2”). By the lemma, A is in Z(&““). Q.E.D. 
Next we discuss the interpretation of this result in quantum field 
theory. Suppose that A is a smeared field operator, which we write as 
A = jm 
--m 
j f(x, t) ~(x, t) dx dt 
where f is a test function in Schwartz space and y is the field. Formally, 
we may write this as 
A = jyme’tHjf(x,t)y(x,O)dxe-‘tHdt, 
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where H is the Hamiltonian. We let 
so that a(t) is the sharp-time field in the Schrodinger picture and 
c(t) = ei6ffa(t) e-i6H is the sharp-time field in the Heisenberg picture. 
The time-dependence of a(t) enters only through the test functionf, 
so that it is reasonable to assume that a(t) is smooth in t, but the time- 
dependence of Z(t) is involved with the dynamics, and we make no 
assumption about its smoothness in t. 
There are strong indications that in a realistic quantum field theory 
with interaction, the sharp-time fields a(t) and G(t) will not exist as 
operators. In Proposition 1 we have made the very mild assumption 
that they exist as quadratic forms; that is, if we take I = --K, that the 
matrix elements of a(t) and Z(t) exist between sufficiently smooth state 
vectors (those in the domain of the K/2 power of the Hamiltonian). 
Notice that if Sz is the vacuum, HSZ = 0, then 0 is in Z”. Conse- 
quently, the vacuum expectation values 
of any number of smeared field operators (corresponding to test 
functionsf, ,..., fi) exist, since each A,: 2” -+ SF’. 
A case of special interest is the case K = 1, I = - I. The space &i 
is the space of state vectors of finite nergy, so we are assuming the 
existence of the matrix elements of sharp-time fields between state 
vectors of finite nergy. Under this assumption, we show in section 2 
that the smeared fields, if Hermitean, are essentially self-adjoint 
(which is essential to their interpretation as observables) and in 
section 3 that time-ordered and retarded products of fields operators 
and their vacuum expectation values exist (which provides useful 
tools for the study of particles and scattering). 
I am grateful to Arthur Jaffe for conversations (and for showing 
me some unpublished work of Glimm and Jaffe) which were very 
helpful in formulating and proving the results in this and the following 
section. 
2. SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF FIELD OPERATORS 
If A is in L?,,(%k, &r), we define its formal adjoint A+ to be the 
operator in L&(X-r, Z-k) such that (A+u, u) = (v, Au) for all z, and 
u in &‘“. We say that A is Hermitean in case A = A+. 
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If A and [H, A] are in 3&P, Z-l), then so are A+ and [H, A+]. 
By the lemma, A and A+ are in _Ep0(Z3, Xl), and since X1 C Z = so 
and X” is dense in A?, A and A+ are densely defined operators on 2. 
Clearly, A C A+* and A+ C A*; so they are preclosed. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that A and [H, A] we in 90(S1, 8-l). 
Then A* = A+. In particular, ifA is Hermitean it is essentially self- 
adjoint. 
Proof. We use the method of mollifiers. If E > 0 then 
e-sH : 2 --f 3”. On 2” we have the familiar identity 
[A, crH] = -1’ e-(E-s)H[A, H] e-sH ds. 
0 
(Both sides are in Z’(P), and their equality on the dense set of vectors 
which are in some spectral subspace of H corresponding to a bounded 
interval can be verified by power series expansion.) 
We wish to estimate the norm of this commutator as an operator 
on A?, We estimate the norm of the integrand as being 
But 
11 emsH /jo,1 = ]I(1 + H)1/2 ewsH 11 < sup (1 + h)llZ e+ = (2s)-l12 e-1/2+s, 
O<l<m 
and 
/I e--(E--S)H (/-l,o = I/ e-(c-s)H /jo,1 < (2(6 - s))-lj2 e-1/2+c-s. 
Thus 
\\[A, ~c~~]II < i e’-l j’ s-~/~(c - s)-lj2 ds IfA, HJIl,,-, 
0 
1 1 = - (y-1 
s 2 0 
u-1/2(1 - u)-lj2 du ll[A, H]lll,-l = T Ij[A, H]lll,-l e’-l, 
which remains bounded as E + 0. Let R, in 5?(Z) be the closure of 
[A, e-rH]. For u in Z”, 
R,u = Ae-EHu - e+HAu --f Au - Au = 0. 
Since X” is dense in &+ and (1 R, (I remains bounded as E --+ 0, R, 
converges strongly to 0 as E ---t 0. 
If w is in LS(A*), then 
e-EHA*w = A+e-CHw -f R6*w, 
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since the two sides have equa1 inner products with all eiements in 
SF”. But R,*w converges weakly (even strongly) to 0, so that the pair 
(w, A*w) isin the weak closure of the graph of A+, and so is in the 
graph of A+. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that a : R + 9(Z1, 2-l) is integrable 
and of bounded variation, and let 
A = s &Ha(t) eeitH & 
on 8”. Then A* = 3. In particuzar, if each u(t) is Hermitean then A 
is essentially self-adjoint. 
Proof. Let v, u be in JP’. Then F(t) = (v, e{“%(t) e-i”Hu) is 
integrable, and so tends to 0 as t ---t & a0 along some subsequence, 
and is of bounded variation, and so tends to 0 as t ---t f co. Therefore 
0 = 1 dF(t) = 1 (v, eitH[iH, u(t)] ei%) dt 
+ 1 (v, eitH da(t) edit%). 
Here da(t) denotes a finite .9(X1, X-l)-valued measure on R. Thus 
A and [H, A] are in 9&P’, Z-l), and the conclusion holds by the 
preceding proposition. Q.E.D. 
3. TIME-ORDERED FIELDS 
PROPOSITION 4. Let a, , for n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., be in 
Y(R, dip@“, 9-l)). 
Dejke 
F&I ; t) = [’ dt, eitlHu,(t,) emitlx -00 
on X”. Then the operators defined inductively on ..%?” by 
F,,(a, ,..., al; t) = s” dt, eitmHun(t,) e-itSHF,,&,-I ,..., a ; t,,) 
--(o 
are well-defined operators in90(&2n+l, Ml) depending continuously on 
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a 12 ,..., a, , and FJa,, ,..., a, ; 00) is in 2(X”) and depends continuously 
on a, ,..., a . 
Proof. If we define F,,(t) = 1 then the assertion is trivially true for 
n = 0. Suppose that it has been established for n - 1. Then 
F,(a, ,..., al ; t) is a well-defined operator in =.C&(YP-1, 2-l) depen- 
ding continuously on a, ,..., a , and 
$qun ,***, a ; t) = eitHu,(t) e-itH.n-l(u,-l ,..., a ; t). (2) 
Let us assume temporarily that each ak is in 9(R, ~(GP’)) (that is, 
ak and all its derivatives are integrable functions from R to LQA?“)). 
Then there is no problem concerning the existence or smoothness of 
F,(a, ,..., al ; t), and we have 
[if&~,@, ,*-0, a1; t)l 
= F,([iH, an] ,..., a ; t) + a-- +F,(u, ,..., [iH, a,]; t). 
Next we integrate 
(3) 
-& (eitau,(t,) e-it”HF,-,(u,-, ,..., a ; tn)) 
from - co to t. The value of this integral is the right hand side of (2), 
so that 
= F,([iH, un] ,..., a ; t) + Fn(un’ ,..., al ; t) 
+ 1” dt, eitnHu,(t,) emitnH -&F,_,(u,+, ,..., u1; t,J. 
-m (4) 
The last factor in the integrand is the same as the left hand side with n 
replaced by tl - 1, so that we may apply this relation to it, and do this 
71 times. If we do this, and use (3) and (2), we obtain 
w, Fn(% ,***, a1; t>l 
= -F,(a,‘,..., a, ; t) *.* -Fn(u, ,..., a ‘; t) 
+ eitHun(t) e--itHF+Ju+l ,..., a ; t). (5) 
But (5) is meaningful without the smoothness assumption on the uk . 
By the induction hypothesis, all the terms in it depend continously on 
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the uk in the 3’(X2n+1, 3’-“) norm of the operators involved. For our 
given ak , if c > 0 then the ecrHak are in Y(R, 9(X”)), so that (5) 
is true with the ak replaced by them, but as E -+ 0 then e-EHak tends to 
ak in Y(R, 3(X1, Z-l)), so that (5) is true for the given ak . But as 
we have seen, FJa, ,..., a ; t) is in 9,,(Z2+l, Z-i), and so is each 
term on the right hand side of (5). Therefore, by the lemma, 
Fn(an ,..., a, ; t) is in 90(A? 2n+1, 2”) and depends continuously on the 
For t = a, the last term in (5) is 0, so that by induction 
$~%>~n(a, ,..., a ; co) is in Z0(X2n+1, 2’) for all m. By the 
lemma, $‘,(a, ,..., a ; co) is in 9(Zm), and is easily seen to depend 
continuously on a, ,..., a, . Q.E.D. 
As a consequence, the time-ordered product 
F(a, ,..., al, a) = CF,(a,h) ,-., a,(,) ;co>, 
n 
where n ranges over the symmetric group on n letters, is in 
A?(%“). Thus products of such expressions are also well-defined 
operators in Z(&“). 
For retarded products, the situation is a bit different. Let G(t) - 
ei”*a(t) eeilH, and define 
B&+1 ; a, ,.-., 4 = c j .*. j[*-* Pn+&nd 4&&&~~ %&)I 
?I 
x %+1 - GJ *** qt2 - t1) dt,,, **- dt, ) 
where again 7~ ranges over the symmetric group on n letters and 6 is 
the Heavyside function (the characteristic function of the positive 
half-axis). This definition makes sense for the ak in 9’(R, g(%“)), 
but the individual terms in it are meaningless if we merely assume that 
the a, are in Y(R, 3(.X1, A?‘)). However, it is known that the 
retarded products can be expressed as sums of products of time- 
ordered products (see [2, p. 21]), so that they are well-defined operators 
on Z(Z”) by Proposition 4. If E is a subset of I, = {l,..., n}, let 
F(E) be the time-ordered product for the indices occurring in E, 
with Y(4) = 1, and let 9?(~1 + 1; E) be the retarded product for the 
indices occurring in E, with .%‘(n + 1; 4) = A,+i = S&+1(t) dt. Then 
it can be shown that 
Since the only retarded product occurring in (6) with the full number 
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of indices is the one with E = 4, and this occurs with the coefficient 
~(4) = 1, (6) P ex resses the retarded products recursively as sums of 
products of time-ordered products, and so they are well-defined 
operators in Z(Z”) under the assumptions of Proposition 4. 
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